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religion in spain wikipedia - irreligion in spain is a phenomenon that exists at least since the 17th century
atheism agnosticism and freethinking became relatively popular although the majority of the society was still very
religious in the late 19th and early 20th centuries during the spanish civil war irreligious people were repressed
by the francoist side while religion was largely abolished among the republicans, early modern period
wikipedia - the early modern period of modern history follows the late middle ages of the post classical era
although the chronological limits of the period are open to debate the timeframe spans the period after the late
portion of the post classical age c 1500 known as the middle ages through the beginning of the age of
revolutions c 1800 and is variously demarcated by historians as beginning, history of early modern europe
essential humanities - the reformation featured constant religion based conflict namely catholic protestant
conflict within and between the nations of western europe religious fervour was of course often entangled with
political interests the most powerful nations of reformation europe were spain the mightiest france and austria
alliances of the reformation generally coincided with religion protestant
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